APPENDIX

Oliver Twist was an orphan who lived in workhouse. He lived with hunger and bad treatment from the society around. From workhouse, he was lived with his undertaker, Mr. Sowerberry. But Mrs. Sowerberry and Noah, a boy who worked for Mr. Sowerberry did not like him and treated him so bad and non humanly. Oliver could not stand with that, he decided to run away to London. After he was arrived in London, he met with group of thieves. They provided him a place to stay and foods. Oliver was trained to be a thief by them. One day, Oliver was involved in pick pocket with two of the thieves. But Oliver was arrested because the old man who they rob, Mr. Brownlow thought that he was a thief. After he proved that he was not guilty, Mr. Brownlow took him to his home. Mr. Brownlow treated him well and wanted Oliver stayed with him. But one day, Oliver was caught by Nancy and Sikes, they also were a group of the thieves. They locked and trained Oliver to be a thief in their place. One day, Sikes and Fagin planned a robbery, they wanted Oliver involved in that robbery. Oliver was afraid to do that, but Sikes was threatened him that he would kill Oliver if he did not want follow them. Oliver was shot by man in the house where he robbed. Sikes and his friend left him, Oliver decided to return to that house to get help. And finally, the owner of the house saved and treated Oliver. Finally, Oliver was lived happy with his new family.
ENCLOSURE
1. The boys in the workhouse were still hungry after they ate their food, so they draw straws to decide who will have to ask for more food, and Oliver Twist is chosen. He asked for more food to the master. And that made the master is very angry and strike Oliver Twist.
   a. With whom Oliver had conflict?
   b. What do you thing of Oliver Twist action of asking for more food?
   c. Do you think you support Oliver's action? Why or why not?
   d. What characteristic could you conclude from his action?

2. After Oliver leave from workhouse, Mr. Sowerberry took Oliver to live and work for his family. But Mrs. Sowerberry and Noah (boy who work for Sowerberrys) do not like him. They both treated Oliver badly. One day, Oliver attacked Noah because Noah insulted his mother. Noah also told Mr. Sowerberry that Oliver tried to kill him, Mrs Sowerberry and Charlotte. Because of that, Oliver ran away to London.
   a. With whom Oliver had conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver action of running away to London?
   c. Do you agree with Oliver action? Why or why not?
   d. What characteristic could you conclude from his action?

3. Oliver met Dodger and Fagin. He knew that they are thieves, but Oliver still want to stay with them, and he learned to be a pick pocket.
   a. What do you think, what is the reason Oliver still want to stay with the thieves and learned to be a pick pocket?
   b. With whom Oliver had conflict?
   c. Do you support Oliver’s action? Why or why not?
   d. What the characteristic could you conclude from his action?

4. One day, Oliver gets arrested because he followed Bates and Dodger to go out and saw them pick a pocket of Mr. Brownlow. And people thought that Oliver picked the pocket so they caught and brought him to the police station.
   a. With whom Oliver had a conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver Twist conflict that happened to him?
c. What characteristic could you conclude from that situation / conflict?

5. Mr. Brownlow sent Oliver to go to book stall with some books to be returned and some money that he owes. Mr. Grimwig believed that Oliver will make off with the money and the books, but Mr. Brownlow has faith that he will return quickly. In his way to the book stall, Oliver was caught by Nancy and Sikes, and then they took Oliver to Dodger. Oliver begs them to send the books and the note back to Mr. Brownlow, but they did not let him to go.
   a. With whom Oliver had a conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver action for begging to send books and notes back to Mr. Brownlow?
   c. Do you support Oliver action? Why or why not?
   d. What the characteristic could you conclude from his action?

6. For many days, Oliver is locked in his room. Fagin told the story about a boy like Oliver who ended up hanged because betraying them. Dodger tried to convince Oliver to be a thief, but Oliver did not convince but he was so afraid to say too much.
   a. With whom Oliver had a conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver action for feeling afraid to say that he is not convince to be a thief?
   c. Do you support Oliver action? Why or why not?
   d. What the characteristic could you conclude from his action?

7. Fagin and Sikes planned a robbery together, and they want Oliver to be a part of that robbery. They told to Oliver that Sikes will shoot him if he does not obey him and says a word when they go out.
   a. With whom Oliver had a conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver action for following the robbery?
   c. Do you support Oliver action? Why or why not?
   d. What the characteristic could you conclude from his action?

8. What is the reason; Fagin and Sikes want Oliver to be a part of the robbery?
   a. Because Oliver is a smart boy
   b. Because Oliver is a good thief so he can help them
   c. Because Oliver is smallest boy, so he can unlock a window
   d. Because they give Oliver punishment
9. Oliver begs not to have help Fagin and Sikes, but Sikes tried to shoot him and drag him to the house. They break into small window and put Oliver through, and ask oliver to open the door for them. Oliver planed to raise the alarm for those in the house. But suddenly, the dogs barked and two men appear and shoot Oliver, Sikes drag him back and ran away with him.

   a. With whom oliver had conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver action in that robbery?
   c. Do you support his action? Why or why not?
   d. What the characteristic that could you conclude from his action?

10. Sikes dropped Oliver and left him. Oliver regained consciousness and tried to get up. He went to the house that they had to rob, and then he knocked the door and collapsed on the porch. Mr. Giles the owner of the house, he drags Oliver inside and called the doctor to save him.

   a. With whom Oliver had a conflict?
   b. What do you think of Oliver action for coming back to the house that he had to rob?
   c. Do you support his action? Why or why not?
   d. What the characteristic that could you conclude from his action?
SANDRA (1ST READER)

1. a. With himself, when he wanted the food but didn’t want to ask the master as he knew what would happened if he do it. But he had to ask as the result of the lottery (straw drawing).

b. He is a good boy, the pure one, so he would never betray good thing (asking food for the boys) because he knew that they needed the food.

c. Yes, i do. Because he has done a good thing for others by making himself the one who take the risk.

d. Oliver was brave, and caring to others.

2. a. He had conflict with Mrs. Sowerberry and Noah, the people who treated him so bad.

b. He wanted to make himself save by running away from the problems he had with the Sowerberry and Noah. As I said before that he is a good boy, he preferred to leave so both side (Oliver and the Sowerberry plus Noah) could be saved (I thought that he would kill Noah).

c. Yes, is do. Because if he stayed, there would be hatred grows in his heart. And it is good to decide that leaving was better than had more conflicts with others as he couldn’t solve the problems.

d. He was care, patient.

3. a. He wanted new environment and save feeling (may be because trauma he got from work house and the Sowerberry), so he put his trust to thieves who can protect them shelves.

b. He had problem with himself. Because he knew that theft is not good, but he need to survive and the thieves gave him chance to survive.

c. I don’t support him. He had to think a saver option (e.g. ask for a work in a shop), so he could fulfill his purpose moving to London.

d. He is brave, speculative.

4. a. With whom Oliver had conflict? With the society, as they thought that Oliver was a thief but Oliver thought that he wasn’t.

b. The conflict was about the truth. In my opinion, Oliver would accept the punishment if he did the wrong thing (in this case a theft).

c. He was honest.
5. a. He had a conflict with the thieves group. He wanted to do his job properly but the thieves made it impossible to be done by him.
   
b. It was an impossible to ask for send back book to the thieves. It was useless thing.
   
c. No, I don’t. I’d rather keep the book and wait for the chance to return it by myself. At least, I know that the book would be in the right hand.
   
d. Brave asked to the thieves,

6. a. He had conflict with himself. He could lose his life if he refuse, but could not tolerate theft.
   
b. He took the safe option by not talking too much, what will you do if you are in a dangerous position whether you go ahead or backward? Stay still is the reasonable choice.
   
c. Yes, I do. I would take the same action if I were in his condition. Better to stay alive and waiting a chance to escape than refuse a chance to live.
   
d. Careful

7. a. He had conflict with himself. I'm not sure whether he did it to help his friend (the thieves), or just trying to survive.
   
b. It could be a chance to escape or a way that leads to the more dangerous situation. He had not to be a coward to take that action.
   
c. Yes, I do. I was thinking that others would focus on their job while the robbery was happening. That situation could lead into a break free, off course by taking more risks.
   
d. Brave

8. What the reason of Fagin and Sikes who wanted Oliver to be a part of the robbery? D. Because they wanted to give Oliver punishment

9. a. He had conflict with himself. He seem losing confidence, and it dragged him into the mad idea (off course because of he did not want to do bad things).
   
b. It was the most dangerous decision he made in the whole story. Do you think that the house owner will believe you if you already broke in their house? No, they will not. And Oliver still wanted to alarm the house owner about the robbery while in their house, it called as a mad.
   
c. No, I don’t. I will never wake up the wild while in its cage. Not a wise choice unless the purpose is good for me.
   
d. Too idealistic
10. a. With whom Oliver had a conflict? He had conflict with himself.
   b. One more time, he showed a good attitude and the bravest action in the whole story. If I steal something, it could be brave action; and if I apologize for the stealing it would be fantastic.
   c. Off course, his idealism on good thing lead the action that no one could imagine, and if someone could imagine that action, he/she wouldn’t do that kind of action.
   d. Brave

ERHANS’S RESPONSE (2nd READER)

1. a. With hunger, because his hunger forced him to involve with the lottery.
   b. He had to do that because he was chosen based on the lottery.
   c. Yes, I do. He was forced by the situation.
   d. He was a brave kid because he was brave to take a risk to ask for more food.

2. a. With Mrs. Sowerberry and Noah. They treated him so badly and non humanly.
   b. I think it is good for him to run away than stay with people who treat him so badly.
   c. Yes I agree, because I think the way Mrs. Sowerberry and Noah treated him is so inappropriate to be done to a child.
   d. He is a brave kid because he did not know anyone in London but he was brave enough to decide to go there.

3. a. I think he decided to stay with the thieves because they are the first people he met and helped him by giving food and a place to stay.
   b. he had conflict with his situation. He had no other option.
   c. No I don’t. because being a pick pocket is a bad choice. He actually could found another way to live in London.
d. I think he is a very innocent boy. Because he did not consider about the risk he would face by being a pick pocket.

4. a. He had conflict with himself and society that cause he got arrested.
   
   b. He was a pure boy, he should not follow to do pick pocket at that time if he did not sure yet. So he did not get arrest.
   
   c. He is a pure boy, it can be seen from he looked so confuse when his friend tried to run away from people at the book stall.

5. a. He had conflict with the thieves at the first time and it made him involve in conflict with Mr. Brownlow.
   
   b. His action shows that he tried to keep honest and he did not want make Mr. Brownlow dissapoint to him.
   
   c. I agree with his action, he was a good boy. He did not want betray Mr. Brownlow who already trust him.
   
   d. He was a good and honest boy, even he was in a difficult situation he still keep his credibility.

6. a. He had conflict with fagin that forced him to be a thieft. And also he had conflict with himself because he was afraid to say that he didn’t want to be a thief.
   
   b. Oliver had conflict with himself because fagin was threatened Oliver that he would kill Oliver, and also he forced oliver to be a thief.
   
   c. no, i dont support him, actually i dont agree with him but he had no choice and he was in confusing situation, so he had to obey Fagin to survive while make a plan to escape from the thieves.
   
   d. actually he was a brave boy, but at that time he was faithearted boy because it was normal for a child who threatened that he would killed.

7. a. He had conflict with Fagin and sikes that took him to join robbery and they threatened that he would shoot oliver.
   
   b. he had no choice because he got stressed by their threatens.
c. yes i do, because with following them he had opportunities to escape.

d. he was brave mentally. Because he braved enough to join the robbery that had very
dangerous risk even he did not want to do it.

8. the answer is A, because he is a smart boy. He was a fast learner when he tried to learn to
be a pick pocket at the first time he arrived.

9. a. First he had conflict with fagin and sikes that causing he had conflict himself too,
because actually he was afraid and didn’t want to join the robbery but he forced to do it. And
also he had conflict with two man in that house who shot him.

b. actually he was brave enough to do the robbery, and decided to press the alarm button.

c. yes i do, because that was a good plan to escape even in the end he got shot.

d. he was brave and smart boy. He wanted to take a dangerous risk and smart enough to
press the alarm button to wake the owner house up.

10. a. He has conflict with the situation. He was dying and tried to survive but he was brave
to come back to the house that he rob.

b. he was involve in a complicated situation, so many conflict he had to face. He had to
take a dangerous risk till he almost died.

c. yes, i do, because with his decision to back to that house, he had opportuny to survive
and escaped from the thieves.

d. tough mentally and physically, because he was hurted but he tough to walk to the house
and tough to take a risk if he back there.
GINAN’S RESPONSE (3rd READER)

1. a. with himself. Actually he was afraid to ask for more food but he already chosen so he has to do it.

   b. He had to do it because there was no choice and he had to be responsible for the result of draw straw.

   c. Yes I agree. Because his action showed that he is a responsible kid. Even he was afraid to ask for more food but he still tried to be as responsible as he can.

   d. Responsible and brave boy. He was brave enough to do his responsibility and take a risk by asking for food.

2. a. He had conflict with Noah and Mrs. Sowerberry who always treat him terrible.

   b. I think he should not run away to London. Running away makes Mr. Sowerberry even more believe that Oliver is the one who started the fight.

   c. I don't agree. He should be more patient to face his conflict and stay to prove that Noah is wrong.

   d. he is fainthearted boy because he did not want to face his problem and tried to prove that he is not guilty.

3. a. i think he is still a little boy so he thinks that its only way to survive his life in London.

   b. with himself because he still doesn’t know which one is right or wrong.

   c. no I don’t. Because to stay with them means Oliver has to be a pick pocket while stealing is wrong.

   d. he is an innocent boy because he always obey whatever they (thieves) say.

4.a. he had conflict with people who think that he did pick pocket at the book stall.

   b. I think Oliver was to brave to take a risk for following Bates and Dodger to pick pocket. Actually he was not sure yet to do pick pocket.

   c. he is a reckless boy who too brave to do something without thinking first.
5. a. He had conflict with the situation and the thieves. The situation that forced him could not do what he had to do.

   b. That was a good action; even he knew that the thieves will not let him go to Mr. Brownlow.

   c. Yes, I do. It shows that he was a honest boy. Even he was in that complicated situation, he still want to do right thing and did not want make Mr. Brownlow dissapoint with him.

   d. he was a honest and innocent boy. Mr. Bronwlow was trusted him and he still keep that trust even he was in the difficult situation. And his action for begging to the thieves shows that he was innocent boy, it was impossible if the thieves will let him go but he still tried to go to prove to Mr. Brownlow that he was a good boy as he thought.

6. a. He had conflict with Fagin who always threaten him. And also he had conflict with himself, he was afraid that he will murdered.

   b. Oliver was stressed with the situation that always forced him to do bad things, and also he was afraid that Fagin will murder him. He had no choice, he had to obey what the thieves want.

   c. I agree, because it was normal for a child who threatens would be murdered if he did not obey the thieves want.

   d. He was an innocent boy, because his act was normal, a boy who get threaten will do same thing as Oliver did.

7. a. He had conflict with Fagin and Sikes who forced him to follow to robbery.

   b. He had no choice; he forced to follow them to do robbery.

   c. Actually i dont agree with his action, it can be so dangerous to him to do the robbery but he had no choice, because Sike threaten would shoot Oliver if Oliver did not obey him.

   d. He was brave,actually difficult situations that made him a brave boy. He brave to do robbery with the thieves.

8. D. Because they want give oliver punishment.
9. a. From the first time in this robbery he had conflict with Sikes who always threaten him, but also Oliver had conflict with himself, he was really afraid to do the robbery but he still do it in under pressure.

   b. I think that was a complicated situation that faced by Oliver, but he did a brave action in that robbery.

   c. Yes, I do. Because he had no choice to do the robbery, but I like his action tried to press the alarm in that house, he was brave enough to do that in that complicated situation.

   d. He was brave, because he was brave to do dangerous things even he was forced by the thieves. and also brave enough to take a dangerous risk in every his action. He also a smart boy, in the difficult situation like that, he decided to press the alarm to wake people up. It also can show that he was a good boy, he did not want the thieves did the robbery.

10. a. He had conflict with himself.

   b. That was a normal action because he was getting hurt and he tried to survive his life. Even he did not know what would happen to him if he back there, but he just wanted to get opportunities to get a better life than he had to back to the thieves.

   c. Yes, I do. He did that action because he needed help to survive and he can run from the thieves and prove to the owner of the house that he did not guilty in that robbery.

   d. He was brave boy; brave enough to go back even he did not know what would happen to him.
RANI’S RESPONSE (4th READER)

1. a. He had conflict with the rules. The rule about no one could not ask more food and rule about the draw straw.

   b. Actually he can avoid to ask for food but he already join the draw straw so he had to follow the rule.

   c. yes I do. Because he had to fulfill his agreement with other boys in workhouse.

   d. he is a courageous and responsible boy. Because he had courage break the rule for asking food.

2. a. he had conflict with Noah and Mrs. Sowerberry. They treated Oliver badly for the first time.

   b. He is still a kid, he was so afraid to get bad treatment from Noah and Mrs. Sowerberry and he wants to survive without getting hurt.

   c. I agree because he had to survive and get a better life. But in other side, I don’t agree with him because by running away it will prove that Noah is right about him.

   d. He is a unsteady boy. He decided to go to London without thinking about how he will survive in London, because there were no one he knew before.

3. a. He liked stay with thieves because got a better place to stay and get some foods. And also he felt comfort because he did not get violence from the thieves.

   b. He had conflict with himself because actually he knew which one is right or wrong but he choses the wrong.

   c. No I don’t agree if he stay with the thieves. Because the thieves will give a bad influence to him and forced him to be a pick pocket.

   d. He is a childish boy. After he got his comfort zone that he felt he got protection from the thieves even he knew that is wrong decision.

4. a. He had conflict with the society.
b. He was unlucky boy who involved in so many complicated conflicts. He should act normally when he watched Dodger and Bates did pick pocket. So people did not suspicious to him and arrest him.

c. he was a pure boy, actually he was a good boy that never did a bad things, that made him confuse and did not understand how to do a bad thing (pick pocket)

5. a. He had conflict with Nancy and Sikes that caught him.

b. That action shows that Oliver was a honest boy, he wanted to finish his job that Mr. Browlowe gave to him.

c. Yes, even he knew it would be impossible for him to get back to Mr. Brownlow but he still tried.

d. he was responsible and honest boy, actually he wanted to bring back the book and money back because it was his responsibility and he wanted prove to Mr. Brownlow that he was a honest boy, but the situation forced him, so he could not back to Mr. Brownlow.

6. a. He had conflict with Fagin who always threaten him and looked him in a room.

b. that was normal, everyone will be afraid if somebody tell that he will murder us if we do not obey him.

c. Yes, i agree, because he was still a kid who live under pressure and just want to keep alive.

d. Pure boy, he did not take any action.

7. a. He had conflict with Fagin and Sike who forced him to follow the robbery.

b. he had no choice, he was in two dangerous situation. If he follow the robbery, he had to take a risk because he did not know what would happen, and if he did not follow the robbery, Sikes will shot him.

c. Im not sure, but it was better to him to follow the robbery than he get shot.

d. he was a brave boy, brave to take a dangerous risk in every actions.
8. C. Because Oliver is smallest boy so he can unlock the window.

9. a. He had conflict with Fagin and Sikes, himself and the two man who shot him.
   
   b. He did a right action by tried to press the alarm. Even in the end he got shot.
   
   c. Yes, I agree. Even he was afraid to do the robbery, but he was smart to have plan to raise the alarm.
   
   d. He was a good boy, brave and smart boy.

10. a. With the situation and himself.
   
   b. I think that was a right choice to get back to the house, he can get help there and he can say everything about the robbery to the owner, and he can free from the thieves. even maybe he will get arrested because he tried to rob the house.
   
   c. Yes, I do. Because he really need help to survive after got shot and he can run away from the thieves.
   
   d. Brave boy and smart boy.
ADI’S RESPONSE (5th READER)

1. a. He had conflict with himself. He was afraid to ask for more food to the master but he was chosen in draw straw so he forced to do it.

   b. I think it was a normal action for hungry people to ask for food no matter what the risk is.

   c. Yes I do. Because he faced with confusing situation of starving and afraid to ask for more food.

   d. He is a brave boy because he want to take a risk for ask for more food.

2. a. First he had conflict with Noah and Mrs. Sowerberry that treated him badly. But after he fought with Noah, he had conflict with Mr. Sowerberry because Noah told him the lie about what Oliver have done.

   b. He is a boy who wants to run away from conflict. He just afraid to get more violence if he stays longer with them.

   c. Yes I do. Because if he still stay with them, it will makes him so depressed. And maybe they will treat him worse than before.

   d. He is a too brave boy because he brave to take a risk by running away to a place he had never been before.

3. a. He thought that being pick pocket is the only chance to live in London.

   b. He had no conflict with anyone. He felt okay to be a pick pocket.

   c. No I don’t really support him. He change from innocent boy to a thief. He got better place to stay by stealing from other people to get food.

   d. He is a pure boy who did not know what he was done.

4. a. He had conflict with law and society.

   b. His careless action that made him arrested, he should think first if he want to do something.
c. He was a careless boy, he followed Bates and Dodger to pick pocket, even though he did not know how to do pick pocket.

5. a. He had conflict with Nancy and Sikes, who caught and bring him back to Dodger. And he had conflict with himself, he really wanted to back to Mr. Brownlow but the situation forced him to back to the thieves.

   b. Because he was a good boy, he wants to do honest thing as what Mr. Brownlow told him.

   c. Yes, I do. His action shows that he really wanted to do a good thing and he did not want to betray Mr. Brownlow.

   d. Honest and good boy. From his action begging to send book and note back, it prove that he is a honest boy. He did not want to stole the book and the money.

6. a. He had conflict with Fagin who treate him badly. And also he had conflict with himself, he did not want to be a thief but he too scared to tell Fagin because he already frightened by Fagin.

   b. As a child, it was normal if he was afraid to refuse what Fagin wants.

   c. Yes, I do. Because there’s nothing he can do unless to obey Fagin.

   d. He was innocent boy who could not do anything in his difficult situation.

7. a. He had conflict with Fagin and Sikes who wanted him to follow them to rob a house.

   b. As I said before that Oliver was a innocent boy who could not do anything to fight the thieves and his difficult situation. The situation itself which forced him to obey the thieves.

   c. Yes, I agree. By following the plan, he can still alive even he will face a dangerous risk.

   d. He was a brave boy, brave to take a dangerous risk by following the robbery.

8. D because they wanted to give a punishment to Oliver.

9. a. He had conflict with himself and Sikes, he was really afraid to do the robbery and he bravely begged to Fagin.
b. that was such a hard struggle from Oliver to fight his fear. He had to do something he did not want because he was under pressure.

c. Yes, i really support his action of trying to raise the alarm. It was a brave action that he tried to betray Sikes, and failed the robbery.

d. He was a brave, smart and good boy. He was brave to fight his fear, and smart enough to fail the robbery. Because he was a good boy, so he did not want to do robbery.

10. a. He had conflict with the situation.

b. Because he was shot and hurted, he need help to survive. There was no choice unless come back to that house.

c. Yes, because maybe he will get help and the most important that he can run away from Sikes and people who always treate him so bad.

d. He was a brave boy. He was brave to take a risk to back to the house, because he really need help, even may he will arrested if he back to there.
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